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CHECKLIST
FOR
“GLOBAL HERITAGE STONE PROVINCE”
CITATION
(Draft October 2014)
Formal Name for this proposed “Global Heritage Stone Province”:
(This should be the commonly used name)

Origin of Name (optional):

Other Names:
(This may include other names given to the designated province)

Area of Occurrence:
(This specifies the geographic area where the designated province occurs. A map may be
appropriate)

List of constituent “Global Heritage Stone Resource” designations that are included
within this designated Province:
(This lists those stone types within the province for which a separate formal description as a
designated ‘Global Heritage Stone Resource’ has been prepared as well as the primary source
quarry/location for each of these materials)

List of other known constituent heritage stone types, not otherwise designated,
with assessment of international/national/regional status that are also included within
this designated Province:
(This lists other constituent heritage stone types having international, national or regional
significance	
  as well as the primary source quarry/location for each of these materials)

Unifying characteristics within this province
(Information that specifies the unifying features of heritage stone within the province. This
may be common geology, common heritage association, common utilisation, common
physical characteristics, common regional association etc.)
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Natural variation within this province
(Information on change within the nominated province, if appropriate)

Manufacturing sites
(Details, if appropriate, on the processing of heritage stones from the nominated province)

Vulnerability:
(This should assess the overall availability of stone types in the province for future use and
the constraints on supply)

Historic Use and Geographic Area of Utilisation:
(This should provide a brief summary statement on the historic and geographic use of the
stone from designated province)

Construction
(This should provide an exemplary list of the most significant use of specified stone from this
province)

Principal Literature related to the Designated Stone Province
(List major scientific papers, books and popular literature dealing with the designated
province)

Any other items

Person(s)/ Organisation(s) making submission:

Date of Submission:

